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									We couldn't find the page you were looking for. This is either because:

	There is an error in the URL entered into your web browser. Please check the URL and try again.
	The page you are looking for has been moved or deleted.



  You can return to our homepage by clicking here, or you can try searching for the
  content you are seeking by clicking here.
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  Superior Float Tanks is the industry’s top manufacturer of therapeutic floatation tanks and floatation tank equipment. We provide float suites/rooms, pods, float tank filtration systems, and installation services to companies, facilities, and individuals. We are a principal resource to the float tank industry, and we provide these services along with quality customer care. No one is more knowledgeable and can provide for your floatation needs like we can.
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  COMPANY INFO
431 West 25th Street Norfolk, VA 23517
Email: info@superiorfloattanks.com
Office Phone: 757-500-4875
























  
  








  Accepts USD and USDT for payments. 
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                  [image: Introducing the new line of Inflatable Superior Float Tanks. Ever want a fully commercial float tank for under 20 K?]
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                  [image: &ldquo;It was concluded that floatation rest improved both objective and subjective sleep latency up to twelve weeks after treatment&rdquo; Dr. Elizabeth Ballard]
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                  [image: &ldquo;Pain was reduced by 66% in just 1 float session&rdquo; Dr. Jerry Walker]
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                  [image: Showed off the newest inflatable tank with updated control integration at FloatCon 2019-]
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                  [image: Starlight can alleviate fears of sensory deprivation by providing a nice transition between LED light, and darkness.]
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